Albert Rodriguez

The seventh son of Mexican immigrants, I was raised with few
socioeconomic resources, strengthening my resolve in pursuing
higher education. While in college I studied Arts and Letters. At
present, I am a Professor of Philosophy. I am incredibly devoted
to my students and seek to expand their consciousness through a
praxis oriented and heartfelt approach. I share the practices of
meditation and yoga as forms of decolonization. I am also a
Buddhist chaplain. I have embraced the Bodhisattva path; I help
people discover their own Buddha Nature through various
healing modalities.

Amanda Ream

Amanda Ream, She/They. Ream is a queer organizer and
somatics practitioner of European ancestry on unceded Ohlone
Land, organizing for economic and racial justice and
immigrants’ rights, working for 25 years in the labor movement
and currently as the Strategic Campaigns Director for the United
Domestic Workers’ Union.Ream is a graduate of EBMC’s PITA
and WAS programs and is a co-founder of the Social Justice
Sangha. Ream is a practitioner with Generative Somatics,
teaching “Somatics for White Racial Justice Organizers” and
holds trauma healing groups with movement leaders.

Andrés González

Andrés León González (he/they/él) is a graduate student at
CSUEB completing his Master’s Degree in Social Work. He
brings nearly a decade of professional experience in youth
development and community organizing to his academic career
as an emerging junior scholar. Andrés graduated in 2019 from
Communities Rizing, a 200hr Yoga & Meditation Teacher
Training for People of Color with core teachers, Rolf Gates and
Spring Washam. He currently is a therapist-in-training at Native
American Health Center residing on unceded Ohlone land, also
known as Oakland, California.

Antoinette González

I am a queer Chicana/Latinx residing on Ohlone Land, aka the
East Bay. To soothe a heart ache and woundedness, I read the
words of Ven. Thich Nhat Hahn and soon after attended my first
retreat in 2005; a POC Retreat offered by Thay and the monastic
community at Deer Park Monastery. I continue to practice in
the Plum Village tradition as I became involved with EBMC in
2017. As a response to the overwhelm felt and witnessed
amongst fellow immigration advocates in 2020, I began offering
mindfulness sessions. Equity, justice and curiosity is my fuel.

D Han

D is a genderqueer, multicultural, confused human being whose
intersecting identities are both deeply heartfelt and largely
unimportant. Their first exposure to meditation was through
guided body scans at a Unity Church, and later a 10-day
meditation retreat in Thailand that they attended on the passing
suggestion of a fellow traveler. D currently works with a Bay
Area nonprofit that promotes gender inclusion for youth, and
they have a personal interest in trauma healing and the various
forms it can take.

Dana Wright

Dana Wright (she/her) attended her first meditation retreat
in the Theravada tradition in 2006, which ignited her
meditation practice and a love of the dharma. She is a
biracial Black queer woman born and raised in Atlanta. She
is currently a professor of education at Mills College. She
is a co-founder and a member of the leadership collective of
the Love & Liberation Sangha, a BIPOC meditation group
that centers the wisdom of Black women dharma teachers.

Donna Ozawa

I am a third generation Japanese American lesbian from San
Francisco. I’ve lived in Berkeley, South Hadley, Chicago,
Oakland, Fresno and Los Angeles. I am a visual artist, an
occupational therapist and an aspiring UI/UX Designer. I grew
up in a Christian and Buddhist family and have been a meditator
since first attending EBMC about 12 years ago. I love travel,
forests, kayaking, boogieboarding, biking, goats, musical
performance, jazz and R&B, long walks, science and science
fiction, throwing parties, growing food, reading, producing
public programs and making stuff.

Elese Lebsack

Elese (she/her) is mostly quiet, and feels deeply. She is a
Wyoming-raised cis queer femme of European ancestry who has
lived in Oakland for 20 years. She began her Vipassana journey
in 2005 and has practiced primarily in queer and feminist
sanghas in the Bay Area and Seattle. At EBMC, she helps
support the Social Justice deep refuge group, as well as being
part of the Midday Sangha and Family Practice group. With a
background in athletics, massage therapy, and dance, Elese
flourishes in the kinesthetic realm. She is a full time parent of a
delightful and sassy kiddo, and works in local government
supporting resource conservation.

emiko yoshikami

emiko yoshikami began practicing Vipassana meditation over
two decades ago. More recently she has been exploring the Jodo
Shinshu Buddhism of her ancestors. Her main work has been as
a healer, using intimate touch. She is honored to be a part of
EBMC and is committed to co-creating a more just and
compassionate world. She spends a lot of time thinking about
power in relationship to the multiple realities we live in. As a
mixed-raced, mixed-Buddhist queer, she practices holding
contradictions with equanimity.

Ginita Glass

My name is Ginitta Glass also known by my spiritual name in
the Yoruba Tradition Afefe Ok’e, which means “The Wind that
comes from the Mountain”. I am mother and grandmother to 3
beautiful beings and a relative to many. I have worked as an
electrician for over 35 years having recently retired from San
Francisco after 20 years. I am drawn to opportunities to utilize
skills I learned from my 2 year Zen Hospice training here in the
Bay area. I am a musician/percussionist, I love chanting/singing,
and incorporating music in my practice as a priest of Obatala in
the Yoruba Tradition for over 20 years.

Jessy Zapanta

Jessy Zapanta (siya, she, he) is a writer, community organizer,
educator, and survivor-centered mindful movement and
meditation facilitator born and raised in the Bay Area.
Experienced in western and Asian bodywork, counseling, Raja
Yoga, qigong, somatics, and improv, Jessy has led workshops
centering the experiences of queer, trans, gender-diverse,
disabled, and neurodivergent practitioners, holding space for
folks to reconnect to body, heartmind, and joy in beloved
community. With roots spanning Pangasinan, Nagasaki, and
Fujian, Jessy’s path includes reclaiming diverse ancestral
teachings, trusting intuition, and building intersectional,
intergenerational communities of care.

Jonathan Relucio

For a decade, Jonathan Relucio taught trauma healing yoga,
meditation, and mindfulness in urban schools, mental health
clinics and juvenile detention centers as Senior Trainer for
Niroga Institute. He completed Spirit Rock's Mindfulness, Yoga
and Meditation Training program; and teaches at the East Bay
Meditation Center and Spirit Rock. Jonathan facilitates
transformation in social justice movements with Rockwood
Leadership Institute, and integrates mindfulness with restorative
circles for healing and racial equity as co-founder for
AllThriveEd.org. With over 20 years of experience in social
services, community organizing, training, and leadership
development, Jonathan values yoga and meditation as liberation
practices that heal us from oppressive systems.

Kabir Hypolite

Kabir Hypolite is an African American single father, spiritualist,
historian, writer, poet, artist, public health advocate, gay activist
and humanitarian. He has been a student of Eastern spirituality
and indigenous practices since 1990. Kabir began his practice in
San Francisco while serving as the Client Se4rvices Director of
the AIDS Legal Referral Panel in the middle of the HIV/AIDS
crisis. Since then he has participated in many silent BIPOC
retreats and day-longs and was a member of Spirit Rock’s CDL6
program prior to its disruption by COVID-19. Kabir is also a
graduate of East Bay Meditation Center’s Practices in
Transformative Action(PITA) program. His practice focuses on
ancestral healing and personal transformation. Kabir also enjoys
practicing Native American flute and West African Djembe and
Kalimba. He lives in Oakland, California with his nineteen year
old son, Hanif.

Kat Roubos (they/them)

Katherine (Kat) Roubos, LCSW is a white, Trans NonBinary
nature-loving therapist dedicated to facilitating personal,
interpersonal and collective healing through relationships and
advocacy. Kat draws on fifteen years of applied mindfulness
practice, including 10 years at EBMC, temporary ordination,
and MBSR teacher training, and similar years of facilitation
work focused on racial equity and LGBTQ experiences. Their
master's thesis, titled "Cultivating Resilience: Antidotes to
White Fragility in Racial Justice Education," inspires their
ongoing development of curriculum integrating somatic tools,
playfulness, and trauma-informed pedagogy to address White
Supremacy in organizational contexts.

Kimber Simpkins-Nuccio

Kimber Simpkins-Nuccio: White-identified, queer cis mom,
writer, and former prisoner’s rights lawyer. For almost twenty
years I’ve had the honor of teaching movement (yoga-based)
and mindfulness in the Bay Area, bringing a body love and
social justice perspective to every class. As difficult as 2020
was, it included many meaningful events: marriage to my
sweetheart, a racial justice facilitation training with the amazing
Holistic Resistance, co-teaching Unpacking Whiteness courses,
and acceptance to STL! When not making colorful lunches for
my step-daughter or Zoom teaching in the living room, you
might find me listening to commentaries on The Path of the
Bodhisattva while running up our neighborhood’s steep hills
with the dogs. Deep bows to all of you, our teachers, and
everyone who’s made it possible for us to study the dharma
together.

Kimi Mojica

Kimi works with leaders, groups and institutions at the nexus of
conflict transformation, leadership and organizational
development grounded firmly in an equity lens. As a consultant,
mediator and circle keeper, Kimi’s commitment to racial, gender
and healing justice is evident through the dynamic ways they
hold space/process with a participatory, learning-centered
approach rooted in compassion and deep skill. A dedicated
practitioner of mindfulness and meditation since 2003, they are a
graduate of the Commit2Dharma program (2012), has served as
member and Board Chair of East Bay Meditation Center
Leadership Sangha (2013-2016) and is currently on the core
team of the Restorative Practices Deep Refuge Group.

Kinshasa

I’m Kinshasa. I am a queer black cis woman. Work wise I am a
psychologist working as a professor. I am passionate about
(mostly women’s) sports and enjoy SciFi and other fictions I
don’t know the correct classifications for. I also like all kinds of
music, but you might not catch me dancing. I became a pet
parent in quarantine. I first discovered EBMC in 2009and Spirit
Rock in 2011and have done several retreats and daylongs
through both centers. When the cause and conditions are right, I
hope to do long retreats.

Lisa Fujie Parks

I’m a multiracial Japanese and white queer woman who grew up
part of my childhood in Japan. I am a parent and part of an
amazing multi-home blended queer family. I work in public
health as a facilitator, planner, and advocate. I serve on the
teaching and facilitation teams of the EBMC’s family practice
group and multiracial deep refuge group. I serve as the Board
Co-Chair of Our Family Coalition to advance equity for the full
and expanding spectrum of LGBTQ families and children. I go
outside each day to give gratitude and ask for guidance. I aspire
to live as a future ancestor with the wellbeing of our collective
great great great great grandchildren in our hearts. See more in
this bio collage: tinyurl.com/lfpcollage.

Mario Castillo

Mario Castillo currently resides on xučyun territory, the
ancestral and unceded land of the Chochenyo speaking Ohlone
people (Berkeley, CA). He identifies as a queer, cis man of color
on a spiritual path. For more than a decade, Mario has been a
dedicated Buddhist practitioner in the Theravāda and Vipassanā
traditions. He began attending the East Bay Meditation Center’s
(EBMC) Alphabet and People of Color (POC) Sanghas in 2009,
and in 2010 co-founded two peer-led Deep Refuge Groups:
Alphabet Brothers of Color (ABoC) and Alphabet Brothers of
All Colors (ABAC). Mario is a graduate of EBMC’s Commit to
Dharma (C2D3) program with Larry Yang (2012), and is
currently a member of EBMC’s two-year Spiritual Teacher and
Leadership Training (STL) with Noliwe Alexander, Carol Cano,
JD Doyle, and Amana Brembry Johnson. Mario practiced as a

Buddhist monk in Thailand for some time with Venerable
Acharn Tippakorn Sukhito before returning to the Bay Area to
complete his graduate training. Mario is a doctoral candidate in
sociology at UC Berkeley. His research focuses on
organizational diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Ramón Honea

My name is Ramón Honea. My mother was born and I was born
in Oakland so I am deeply rooted here. Her lineage links me to
Northern Mexico and the Tarahumara tribe of the Copper
Canyon. My dad brings me white roots in Arkansas farms and a
relocation to California. I am biracial gay man who finds service
and joy in holding space for education and meditation. I have
been in public school education for twenty years as both teacher
and administrator. I hold a Mindfulness teaching certificate and
as a recent residential retreat manager at Spirit Rock Meditation
Center my goal is to create urban accessible retreat centers for
Black and Latinx men.

Ramona Lisa Ortiz-Smith, MBA, (she)

Ramona brings 25+ years of cumulative meditation practice and
spiritual studies to her livelihood as a Spiritual Teacher and
Leader. Silent Vipassana (insight) meditation retreats and
Theravada Buddhist studies have been her focus for 12+ years.
She completed the East Bay Meditation Center’s Commit to
Dharma program and Spirit Rock Meditation Center’s Dedicated
Practitioners Program. As a sole proprietress, Ramona Lisa
offers various services to mindfulness organizations and their
leadership (www.FreeSpiritOfferings.com). As an ordained
Minister, she enjoys creating and leading personalized marriage
ceremonies.

Rebekah Eppley

I’m a white identified queer person born and raised among rivers
and trees in Vermont on Abenaki land. I’m a writer and work as
a librarian at Oakland Public Library. I was first introduced to
meditation and the Dharma through a Mindful Writing course in
2013 by my late teacher Chris Malcomb and started a more
formal meditation practice with Zenju Earthlyn Manuel at her
Still Breathing Center in 2014. When Still Breathing closed I
found my way to EBMC in late 2014 where I've been practicing
since.

Sarah Pendergrass

Trans, non-binary, White-bodied person:
German/French/Irish/English ancestry - farmers, artists,
scientists, musicians. Deep connection to faith and Earth. Born
in Berkeley. I have lived in 8 states and DC. I live in Richmond
CA. Practicing mostly-Theravada tradition since my early 20’s,
and a Unitarian Universalist. Research scientist. I am attending
Starr King school for the ministry, and classes through the
Institute for Buddhist Studies. I am studying as much as I can
within a counter-oppressive and social-justice-supporting
beloved-community-driven program. My intention is to become
a Buddhist-UU chaplain - I think...

Sarwang Parikh

Sarwang Parikh (he/him/they) was borne into the Dharma within
a devotional Hindu Indian culture of an immigrant, workingclass family in the South. He has been steeped in the practice
and study of Vedic Yoga and Buddhist meditation for nearly 18
years. Sarwang strives to weaves perspectives from these
ancient wisdom traditions along with a decolonized approach to
mental health as a psychotherapist primarily serving BIPOC
male-identified folks. He was a founding team member of Bay
area mindfulness and mental health nonprofit, Seeds of Awareness, where he currently supports schoolbased services. Sarwang's devotion to the Dharma has been

sustained by being a long-time sangha member (and
occasional community teacher) at East Bay
Meditation Center; showing up as a youth mentor with iBme;
and serving as a board member of Buddhist Peace
Fellowship. He is most at home in the forest, in a circle of
loving friends, immersed in a sci-fi novel/film or on the dance
floor.

Sierra Pickett

“Analog girl in a digital world” & visual-interpersonal learner,
Sierra is a web weaver who sees networking as acts of love.
Born & raised in Northern California (Bitakomtara & Pomo
Nations) she lived in the Bay Area her whole life,
Oakland/Berkeley since 2003. An ASL interpreter, Sierra’s
passion for accessible Sangha-building & expanding linguisticcultural accessibility within social justice frameworks finds
Dharma-gates through service & Sila.
Thankful for family, Black-Jewish Feminist lineages, the
ancestors paving way for future “solutionary” generations,
spotted in bright colors, Sierra will greet you with an infectious
smile.

Tania Triana

Tania Triana is an educator, activist, and translator raised in
Rochester, NY. She joined EBMC in 2014 soon after relocating
to Oakland, and accepted the Bodhisattva vows and precepts at a
ceremony at EBMC in 2017, and renewed them in 2020. Tania
is grateful to have found a spiritual home and social justice
community here, and currently serves on the L-Sangha as Board
Secretary. When she’s not teaching at the College Preparatory
School, Tania enjoys yoga, traveling, cooking, reading, and
being tía to the best sobrinitos ever, Javier and Nicolás.

Victoria Mausisa

Victoria Mausisa is called to heal communities of color, to
cultivate inclusiveness, and to build Sangha communities. An
advocate for racial justice, she co-founded ARISE Sangha -Awakening Through Race, Intersectionality and Social Equity -bringing racial and social equity to the forefront of the Plum
Village tradition of Zen Master Venerable Thich Nhat Hanh.
She is an ordained member of Tiep Hien, the Order of
Interbeing. She combines trauma resiliency training with
mindfulness and is a volunteer chaplain, having trained with the
Sati Center Buddhist Chaplaincy program. A contemplative at
heart, she thrives on spiritual practice and deep relationships
with our ancestors, our lands, family, and friends.

Viviana Graciela Rennella

Viviana Graciela Rennella has been practicing Theravada
Buddhism for 12 years with EBMC as her spiritual home. She
graduated from PITA1 and C2D4 and volunteered in the POC
coordinating committee and LSangha. Viviana has explored the
dharma through Zen and Dzogchen lineages as well. She was
raised in the Cafh spiritual path in Argentina and has practiced
with Science of Mind and various indigenous traditions. After
years of international movement building against globalization
and for immigrant rights, Viviana sought wellness practices for
sustainability and resilience and currently directs the Windcall
Institute to support the wellbeing of community and labor
organizers. She is a certified coach from Leadership That Works
and learned Restorative Circle practice at EBMC.

Zvi Bellin

I identify as a gay, light-skin Jew of European descent. I use
he/they pronouns. I am most proud of my two kids (Eli, age 6 &
Ronan, age 3) for whom I am the sperm donor dad. Originally
from Brooklyn, I moved out to the Bay Area about 10 years ago.
Professionally, I teach counseling and have a private
psychotherapy practice. Spiritually, I draw from Judaism and
Vipassana traditions, with a humble twist of Thich Nhat Hanh. I
am drawn to storytelling and connection in diverse
communities.

